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start with the facts





The Big Bang Theory 
& All That Whatnot

Visible universe ~ 14 bya 

Speed of light + standard 
candles = age of universe 

Nuclear physics + stellar 
spectrometry = same



Dating Rocks 
(and for grammar geeks, that’s an amphibole!)

Potassium to Argon 

(argon becomes 
a gas when rock 
melts) 

Uranium to Lead 

(some minerals 
won’t crystalize 
with lead)



Earth is Dirty

Annual flooding 

(year by year) 

Volcanic ash / magma 

(above is younger, 
below is older)



The Rock of Ages Age of Rocks 

Earth ~ 4.5 bya 

1st life ~ 4 bya 

1st fossils ~ 2.5 - 3.7 bya  

1st tissues ~ 0.6 bya 

1st bones ~ 0.4 bya
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Fossils = Lucky Dead Things

Usually must be buried 
completely and rapidly 

In anaerobic sediment (that 
means no oxygen) 

So scavengers & bacteria can’t 
eat it nor can it“rust”(oxidize) 
or be scattered by weather 

Must be undisturbed so can be 
slowly replaced by minerals



Fossils = Lucky Dead Things

Usually must be buried 
completely and rapidly 

In anaerobic sediment (that 
means no oxygen) 

So scavengers & bacteria can’t 
eat it nor can it“rust”(oxidize) 
or be scattered by weather 

Must be undisturbed so can be 
slowly replaced by minerals

Therefore 
Fossils Are 

Rare
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     Proto-dinosaurs

  Weird giant insects & amphibians

  Explosion of bizarre little creatures

  Primitive multicellular life (worms, jellies, etc.)
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Cambrian = Diversifies Multicellular Life
(over a period of about 80 million years)



Plants come after Animals!



What the Rocks Tell Us...

3.6 billion years: simple cells 

2.5 billion years: stromatolites 

2 billion years: complex cells (eukaryotes) 

1.5 billion years: algae / seaweed 

600 million years: simple animals (worms, jellies) 

570 million years: arthropods (bugs / crustaceans) 

550 million years: more complex animals 

500 million years: fish and simple amphibians 

450 million years: [ land plants ]
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550 million years: more complex animals 

500 million years: fish and simple amphibians 

450 million years: [ land plants ]

530 million years ago: 
first worms, arthropods, 

crawl on land



What the Rocks Tell Us...

400 million years: insects and [ seeds ] 

360 million years: [ trees ] and complex amphibians 

300 million years: reptiles 

200 million years: early mammals ; dinosaurs 

150 million years: birds 

130 million years: [ flowers ] 

65 million years: no more dinosaurs 

2.5 million years: hominids 

250,000 years: humans



What the Rocks Tell Us...

400 million years: insects and [ seeds ] 

360 million years: [ trees ] and complex amphibians 

300 million years: reptiles 

200 million years: early mammals ; dinosaurs 

150 million years: birds 

130 million years: [ flowers ] 

65 million years: no more dinosaurs 

2.5 million years: hominids 

250,000 years: humans

So life on earth changed over time.  

Very slow change.  

Over a very long time.
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EXAMPLE: People

4 - 2 mya 2.4 - 1.4 mya 1.8 mya - 
70,000 ya

400,000 - 
30,000 ya

250,000 ya - 
present

first to bury dead; 
invented religion
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looks like ancestry to me! 
but there’s more...





Dear Sally Hemings...





Rate of Mutation

2 to 5 lasting mutations 
per generation. 

1 generation for primates 
= 20 years. 

1 generation for worms  
= 2 years. 

1 generation for bacteria 
= 20 minutes.



Rate of Mutation

2 to 5 lasting mutations 
per generation. 

1 generation for primates 
= 20 years. 

1 generation for worms  
= 2 years. 

1 generation for bacteria 
= 20 minutes.

The simpler the life form, 
the faster it will evolve



them’s the facts



so who or what caused 
all that mutating?



would an intelligent 
engineer take so long?



...and keep screwing up 
and killing off failed species 

and building new ones 
... for billions of years?



or is there an 
explanation that 

makes more sense?



or is there an 
explanation that 

makes more sense?

Yes. It’s called 
EVOLUTION



But no! That can't be! That's 
impossible!



Irreducible 
Complexity!





The Bacterial Flagellum





Are Aliens 
Out to Get 

Us!?





Limbs began more complex, 
and became simpler and more 

organized over time



but how could, like, you know, 
a liver just pop into existence? 



but how could, like, you know, 
a liver just pop into existence? 

(or a heart...or an 
eye...or a stomach...?)



Where Did the Liver Come from?

Fat cells evolved for 
storing, metabolizing, 
& releasing nutrients 

Liver is just a clump of 
specialized fat cells 
that gradually evolved 
more and more 
storage-metabolize-
and-release functions 
over time















Type  III 
Secretion System



Teaching the Controversy 
Means Teaching This...
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If Behe Behaved Like a Scientist...

• He would spearhead experiments & laboratory research to 
confirm the key premise of his theoretical model (that the flagellum 
appeared spontaneously fully-formed).

• He would lobby congress to form a national defense plan 
against the biowarfare attack against us that he just discovered.

BUT:

• Does no research (not discovered any new scientific fact of any kind).

• Has no actual theory (as to how, when, why, or by whom).

Teaching the Controversy 
Means Teaching This...
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How a Scientist Would Act... (especially a biochemist...)

• He would start by counting the right things: DNA codons. 
(Because organs are inevitable outcome of chemistry of DNA code.)

• Requires isolating the genes that code for building 
flagellum. (Because simple code can build a complex part.)

• Then locating correlates in other microbes (with & w/o flagella).

• Which would contribute new scientific knowledge.

And This...
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billion times more evolved than your hand
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2.4 billion years 1 billion years 0.6 by

single-celled life cooperative 
cells

plants and 
animals

• single-celled life is over six times more evolved 
than plants and animals 

• rate of evolution for single-celled life is also up to 
500,000 times faster than for animals 

• This means single-celled life is around three 
billion times more evolved than your hand

Then takes 500 
million years 
to figure out 

apes...

Then 4 million years of 
tinkering before he figures 
out how to make people?



1. Why life began with only single-celled organisms.

2. Why animals are constructed from colonies of single-celled 
organisms (cells), rather than uniform tissues.

3. Why bacteria have inhabited the planet six times longer than 
multi-celled plants & animals (rather than all appearing at once).

4. Why things kept changing, in lines of obvious development 
(corroborated by fossils & DNA), over hundreds of millions 
of years (with tons of flaws and extinction events to boot).

5. Why humans weren’t the first thinkers and inventors, but 
are the evolved ancestors of various extinct species that were.

Evolution vs. Creationism 
Your Theory Must Explain:



but where did all that 
"information" come from?



but where did all that 
"information" come from?

ANSWER: The 
Environment



Even William Dembski Says So!



Even William Dembski Says So!

Up to 500 bits of 
information can 

arise at random in 
any given event



Random Information Gain

To get 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . . 

Keep randomly rolling until 
you get a “1” (all others die) 

It gets selected to survive 
and is thereafter copied 

Keep randomly rolling 
again until you get “2” . . .



but where did  
DNA come from?



but where did  
DNA come from?

ANSWER: 
Chemical 
Evolution



but mutations 
are bad, aren't they?



That's Why They Have 
Piles of Babies!

1. A nice fish couple hooks up and has 100 babies.

2. 80 die of bad mutations while the other 20 are okay.

3. But that couple only needs 2 to replace themselves.

4. So 18 die from getting eaten or starving and such.

5. This can go on forever.



That's Why They Have 
Piles of Babies!

1. So you just have to wait around. 

2. In populations of millions, 1 or 2 good mutations 

come up every generation. 

3. But there will be hundreds of millions of babies per 

generation (e.g. 100 babies x millions). 

4. So if 1 in a million mutations were useful, then you'd 

get hundreds of those per generation (the actual rate 

is around 1 or 2).



but if we evolved from 
monkeys, why are there still 

monkeys?



we aren't competing with them

It's a Niche 
Market





ah, but what about the second 
law of thermodynamics!



ah, but what about the second 
law of thermodynamics!

Well, you see, there are these things 
called suns and volcanoes — 

and dissipative systems.





but evolution can't be true, 
because, you know, Hitler!



Hitler Was No Atheist 
(All Those Quotes You Heard Are Bogus)

"What man has over the animals, 
possibly the most marvelous 
proof of his superiority, is that he 
has understood there must be a 
Creator!" — Adolf Hitler
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